MOBILE KITCHENS

Why Evolve
We are a purpose-built production company
forged by fabricators, producers &
operators. Our expertise in mobile kitchen
design, build and operations dates back to
multiple food truck projects during the
founding year of our company. From 53'
double expandable trailers with full
restaurant capabilities to specialty item step
van food trucks to shipping container
kitchens and vending structures, we have
designed, built and operated mobile
kitchens for the biggest restaurant chains
and food & beverage brands in the world.
With that, we set out every day to be the
industry's most trusted and forward thinking
provider of mobile food service solutions.

Evolve Advantages
We’ve operated mobile kitchens in times of crisis,
responding rapidly to natural disasters and
pandemics. We have risen to the call of duty and
worked around the clock to provide vital services
after disaster strikes.
In the volatile world of live events, natural disasters
and pandemics, thoughtful planning around
design & operations is critical to the successful
operations of mobile food service — from
designing safety compliance measures to setting
contingency planning protocols.
Our national operations infrastructure and on-call
readiness allows for large scale deployment of
fleets and provides rapid and thoughtful response
to the potential of issues big and small.

Design + Build
Our in-house design team drives
concepting — environmental and
UX design — modeling — CAD
design — and build-ready
engineered drawings. Our
seasoned fabricators are skilled in
the specialized arena of modular
food prep solutions. A recent
acquisition at the end of 2019
expands of our fabrication
infrastructure, more than tripling our
output capabilities and adding 30years of experience to our mobile
kitchen expertise.

CASE STUDY

Client: Chick-fil-A
Mobile Kitchens
Deliver more chicken
Evolve is a mobile kitchen operations and
fabrication partner of Chick-fil-A. Operating with
our drivers under Evolve’s DOT, we are on the
road over a combined 700 days a year with a mix
of 3-4 mobile kitchen units. Our most recent
custom design & build is a 53’ double
expandable kitchen trailer that was built in and
deployed from our Ohio facility and taken on its
maiden voyage to Hawaii to serve hot Chick-fil-A
menu items to service men and women on the
big island’s U.S. Naval base. This unit was
designed for the restaurant operations team to
function as a support asset for local operators at
major events, for disaster relief efforts and to
supplement operators in need such as closed
locations during the Covid-19 crisis.

CASE STUDY

Client: EP+Co
Denny’s Mobile Relief Diner
Flipping pancakes on a dime
Denny’s creative agency, EP+Co, reached out to
Evolve to help develop a rapid response solution to
come to the aid of Hurricane Harvey victims in
Houston and Hurricane Irma victims in South Florida.
The goal was to produce hot meals at scale for those
in need. Within 2-weeks of receiving the assignment,
we converted a 53’ luxury hospitality trailer into an
industrial kitchen and were on the road to Houston.
With the support of Evolve’s on-site mobile operations
team, the Relief Diner produced over 60,000 strips of
bacon and 30,000 pancakes, feeding over 15,000
people over a two-week period in each market.

Mobile Kitchen Operations
Our deep bench of skilled drivers,
production managers and food servers
have transported and operated our
clients' assets covering millions of miles
under structured management and
compliance of all USDOT implementation
and reporting. We have served millions
of people under safe serve certifications
from our California Health & Safety Code
compliant kitchens. Additionally, our
operations team helps design and and
manage routing logistics and schedules,
inclusive of site research, negotiations
and contracting as needed.

Mobile Food Service Platforms
Step Vans

Large Trailers & Pods

Small Trailers

ADDITIONAL SERVICES & CAPABILITIES

Specialized Design & Fab
Specialty Trailers & Custom Vehicles
We design, build, maintain and operate a purposeful inventory of custom trailers and vehicles
for our partners to leverage. If we don't have it, we'll build it or find the right solution. From
luxury coach conversions to 53’ open double stages to climate controlled enclosed sterile
environments, anything is possible within the range of vehicle and trailer formats and sizes.

Pods & Superstructures
We design, build and operate shipping container and pod-based structures — everything from
single unit food vending containers to self-unloading expandable pods to multi-unit
superstructures. The container/pod-style builds provide many of the infrastructure benefits of
brick-and-mortar with added mobility and quick deployment at more favorable construction
and operations costs.
Displays & Pop-Up Footprints
We design, build and produce a wide range of bespoke pop-up display elements from
custom high ball serving carts to racing simulator pods to themed large outdoor serving bars
made of reclaimed woods and upcycled metals. Our extensive experience across food &
beverage, consumer electronics & technology and apparel is leveraged by our partners from
the upfront design strategy through on-site installation.

Pods & Superstructures

Vehicles & Trailers

Displays & Exhibits

Production & Logistics Services
Event Production + Specialized Staff
Our trained specialists in the art of event production produce event sites across the globe at music
festivals, stadiums, convention centers, bars and restaurants, on mountain tops, beaches,
corporate headquarters and college campuses. Tell us what you need done and where and we'll
make it happen.

Fleet + DOT Services
We maintain and operate a purposeful inventory of vehicles, trailers, containers/pods and event
assets for our partners to leverage. If we don't have it, we'll build it or find the right solution. Our
deep bench of skilled drivers have transported and managed our clients' assets covering millions of
miles under structured management and compliance of all USDOT implementation and reporting.
Warehousing + Logistics
Over 130,000 sq ft between our Wisconsin and Ohio facilities. Each location houses a fabrication
shop, shipping and receiving bays, designated spaces for indoor staging, immersive production
and operations training, equipment resets, fulfillment services and racking solutions for program
assets. We also manage a network of storage and warehousing facilities around the country.

Let’s make awesome happen together.
Matt Kraus - President
matt@evolvecompanies.com
847.989.7250
www.evolvecompanies.com
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Explore more awesomeness.

